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• Colleagues at the University of Oxford (UK) have recently
developed a new type of “direct” (on-chip) ion detection.
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a b s t r a c t

Recently, we described a direct low-energy ion detector for time-of-ﬂight applications based on a singlephoton avalanche diode (SPAD) array optically coupled to an LYSO (cerium-doped lutetium yttrium
orthosilicate) scintillator. Here, we present a greatly improved version of the detector, developed through
testing of a number of different scintillator and phosphor materials in combination with a commercially
available SPAD array. The various scintillator materials have been characterized in terms of the achievable
detection sensitivity and time response when used in conjunction with the SPAD array. Organic parapolyphenylene dyes, a relatively new class of scintillator for particle detection, were found to exhibit
markedly improved performance relative to well-established scintillators such as LYSO crystal scintillators and P47 phosphors, both in terms of brightness and time response. The optimized detector has a time
resolution of ∼2 ns, an improvement of more than an order of magnitude over the original version, at
the same time as achieving a ﬁve- to ten-fold improvement in detection sensitivity. Our approach points
the way towards the development of a generic silicon-based ion detector technology to complement or
replace the microchannel-plate (MCP) ion detectors in widespread use at present. Such a detector would
remove the need for high voltages and high vacuum, and at the same time greatly reduce detector cost
relative to MCP-based detectors.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

• In collaboration with them, and starting from their current stateof-the-art prototype detectors [Winter et. al., 2016] we would
develop and investigate the use of these detectors for highsensitivity molecular detection applications.
1. Introduction

The ability to measure the arrival time of a charged particle with
high sensitivity and high precision is a key experimental requirement in many areas of chemistry and physics. Detectors with such
capabilities are required in areas ranging from gas-phase reaction
dynamics [1,2] and particle physics [3] to medical imaging [4].
However, perhaps the largest area of application is time-of-ﬂight
(ToF) mass spectrometry, in which precise and accurate arrival time
measurements must be made for ions accelerated to energies of up
to 20 keV.
In addition to exhibiting high sensitivity and time resolution, an
ideal ToF detection system should have a high saturation threshold, a mass-independent response, and be sufﬁciently robust to
resist damage under a range of operating conditions. Low maintenance requirements and/or replacement costs are also desirable.

The simplest ToF detectors rely on direct charge detection at a Faraday cup or plate. While offering universal detection for particles
of any mass, the ion currents recorded are generally at the subfemtoampere to picoampere level, yielding low sensitivity. This is
true even with substantial ampliﬁcation, which is often achieved
at the expense of time resolution. More commonly, the detector
is comprised of a particle multiplier or one or more microchannel
plates (MCPs) [5,6]. An ion incident on such a detector elicits a cascade of electrons, yielding a signal ampliﬁcation of several orders of
magnitude. For example, one of the most commonly used detector
conﬁgurations comprises a pair of microchannel plates mounted in
a chevron arrangement, yielding a charge ampliﬁcation of around
106 . The readout system for an MCP-based detector typically consists either of a metal anode coupled to a fast current ampliﬁer, or
(particularly for imaging experiments) a phosphor screen coupled
either to a photomultiplier and associated ampliﬁcation electronics or to a CCD or CMOS camera. The intrinsic response speed of a
microchannel plate is on the order of 100 ps or less [7], and this has
been realized in a number of cases; but the overall time response of
an MCP detector is often limited either by the time response of the
ampliﬁcation electronics or by the decay lifetime of the phosphor,
if one is present [8].

• This work would be a fusion of new technology with our
expertise of the fundamentals of molecular detection and
instrument design.
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project overview
• This is an enabling technology for high-pressure (hence portable),
rugged and low-cost instruments, and the work so far is a “stepping
stone on the path towards a generic silicon-based ion detector which
would remove the need for high voltages and high-vacuum and at
the same time greatly reduce detector cost relative to MCP-based
detectors.” [Winter et. al., ibid].
• Early work would be low TRL, make use of existing prototype chips,
and involve collaboration with the University of Oxford (UK) and the
international PImMS consortium (http://pimms.chem.ox.ac.uk).
• This project builds new collaborations with other research
institutions. If successful it paves the way for portable, low-cost
and high-efficiency ToF mass spectrometers for use in a range of
in-situ detection scenarios, e.g. military, industrial, commercial,
environmental…
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input of the device. When they strike the walls near the input, they produce secondary electrons
which are subsequently amplified and detected at the output end as a noise pulse (i.e. not due
Figure 2-4 illustrates the basic operation of a CEM. An ion striking the i nput face of the device
to an incident particle, but generated within the CEM itself). This phenomenon is known as ion
typically produces 2-3 secondary electrons. These electrons are accelerated down the channel
feedback.
Curving the channel effectively minimizes this problem by preventing desorbed ions
by a positive bias. The electrons strike the channel walls, producing additional electrons (and
so
7
8
from
traveling
far enough to gain sufficient energy to produce secondary electrons. This
on) until, at the output end a pulse of 10 to 10 electrons emerges. For positive ions, the input
7
devices to be constructed which produce analog gains of 10 or more and saturated
is generally at a negative potential of 1200 to 3000 volts and the output is at ground. enables
For
8
detection of negative ions, the input is generally at ground or some positive potential and(pulse
the counting) gains in excess of 10 .
output is at a high positive voltage. This, of course, requires some form of decoupling in order to
handle the high voltage signal. Some methods for accomplishing this will be discussed in
Chapter 3.

THEORY OF OPERATION

ion detection technology
(1) Gain

Figure 2-4 Basic Operation
Figure 2-6 Typical Gain Characteristic (4700 and 4800 Series)

Operational Parameters

Material properties, processing, and physical geometry can all play an important role in the
®
performance of a Channeltron CEM. Figure 2-5 shows a cross-sectional view of the active
surface of a CEM. Secondary emission takes place within the first 200Å of the surface.
Pulse Height Distribution (PHD)
Underneath this is a conductive layer several hundred to several thousand angstroms thick.
PHD
the distribution of the amplitude of CEM output pulses. A typical PHD can be obtained
The following are some of the more important parameters to consider when using CEMs
in is Online
View Article
by feeding
the CEM pulses into a device called a multi-channel analyzer (MCA). The MCA
mass spectrometry applications :
assigns a value to each pulse based on its amplitude and also counts and displays the number
PCCP
of pulses
recorded at each value. CEMs designed for analog operation generally produce a
negative exponential PHD curve (see Figure 2-7). Pulse counting CEMs produce a quasi-

Channeltron Handbook (Burle)

(2) Detection

12

PCCP

Figure 2-5
Cross-sectional View
Surface Structure of CEMs

PERSPECTIVE
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Fast sensors for time-of-flight imaging applications
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rsity of Ottawa on 05/03/2018 21:17:19.

: (a) high-energy charged particles can be detected using a scintillator in combination with a pixel or photomultiplier
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be imaged at high count rates using one or more microchannel plates in combination with a phosphor screen and2014,
a 16, 383
ng (c) one or more microchannel plates in combination with a delay-line anode.

asurement takes around 100 ns,
o reset the electronics for the next
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The development of sensors capable of detecting particles and radiation with both high time and high
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positional resolution is key to improving our understanding in many areas of science. Example applications

to transfer charge in a controlled way along the surface of a
semiconductor between a series of storage capacitors, and
Received 27th July 2013,

of such sensors range from fundamental scattering studies of chemical reaction mechanisms through to
imaging mass spectrometry of surfaces, neutron scattering studies aimed at probing the structure of
materials, and time-resolved fluorescence measurements to elucidate the structure and function of
biomolecules. In addition to improved throughput resulting from parallelisation of data collection – imaging

ion detection technology
Scintillator & sensitive single or array optical detector...?
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Perspective

PCCP

The first truly
spectral imaging
detector in
the world
to transfer charge in a controlled way along the surface of a

Fig. 1 Particle detection schemes: (a) high-energy charged particles can be detected using a scintillator in combination with a pixel or photomultiplier
array; (b) low energy particles can be imaged at high count rates using one or more microchannel plates in combination with a phosphor screen and a
camera, and at low count rates using (c) one or more microchannel plates in combination with a delay-line anode.

capabilities. A delay line measurement takes around 100 ns,
including the time required to reset the electronics for the next semiconductor between a series of storage capacitors, and
measurement. Most delay lines can therefore locate one particle in formed part of a larger project aimed at developing shift
TPX3
of memory
device.spectral
Though
Boyle and
position and time every B100 ns, with some of the more advanced registers for new types 1
Uncompromised
imaging
1
detectors incorporating additional anodes to reduce the measure- Smith were concerned purely with developing memory devices,
the device2 also listed potential
ment dead time further to around 10
 ns or better. Detection of the first publication describing
Event-driven
readout
2
several individual particles with flight times separated by more applications as a delay line and as an imaging device. The first
generation
of
imaginga device
by
than the measurement time is therefore possible. However, the experimentally realised CCD Recording
list of all was
eventsdescribed
rather
imaging
abilitydetectors
to detect just one (or a few) particles at a time across the Tompsett and coworkers33 in than
1971.
just images
whole detector means that in experiments employing delay lines,
CCD image sensors are essentially very simple devices for
Position, energy and time-of-arrival is
signal levels must be kept very low, typically to less than one event storing and transferring4charge. The principle of operation is
measured for every detected quantum
per cycle, and repetition rates in the kHz range or higher are shown schematically in Fig. 2. The device consists of an array of
avelength
required in order to allow data acquisition
proceed
at a reasonpixels, with one column of pixels constituting the output
• Readoutto
chip
type
Timepix3
rival able rate. Phosphor-based detectors• are
Spatial
resolution
256
x256
pixels,
55 µm pitch
capable of detecting large
• Time but
resolution
1.6 nsare
numbers of particles simultaneously,
phosphors that
•
Interface
USB 3.0 (Super-Speed)
suﬃciently bright for use in such detectors tend to have relatively
• Power
External or via second USB 3.0
long emission lifetimes of around 100 ns or more, limiting the
detected
photon
• Max. readout speed
40 million pixels / s
achievable time (and therefore mass
or energy) resolution.125More
• Dimensions
x 79 x 25.5 mm
e importantly, the frame rates of most• Weight
CCD or CMOS cameras
used
503g
to capture images from the phosphor only permit acquisition of

VAAdvacam
PIX

AdvaPix3
(with CERN’s
Timepix chip)

Main Features

Hamamatsu multi-pixel photon
counter (MPPC)
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scintillator preparation
Scintillator screens by vacuum deposition of laser dye.
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VIRP test chamber
VIRP chamber
- Vaccum Instrument Rapid Prototyping chamber
- Small & efficient
- Test configurations can be constructed and
tested on few-hour timescales
- Testing for spectrometer stacks, detectors, new
materials... &c &c...
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MPPC test board

Hamamatsu MPPC catalogue
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channeltron
Channeltron
Handbook (Burle)
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m i n i To F

Mini e-beam
Time-of-flight Spectrometer stack
- Space-focussing Wiley-MacLaren spectrometer
- Minaturized design
- Rugged
- Optimised for low-energy particles
femtolab.ca

review
Successes
• Entry into new technologies
• Scintillator preparation
• VIRP chamber
• Hardware interfacing, software development
• Prototype operation demonstrated
• PImMS camera also trialled (see later)
• Future directions clear...
Issues & problems
• Tech development requires a lot of person
hours
• Full characterisation very time-consuming
• Emerging on-chip detectors from large
collaborations (PImMS, CERN) now becoming
available...
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future directions
Large collaborations now have chips commercially available, including
“direct” and optical versions. In particular, CERN’s Timepix chip...
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future directions
... and the PImMS camera from the team at Oxford.
We already gained some experience with PImMS as part of the project.
JCP press release!
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future directions
So...
• Current Direct Ion project to wrap-up this year.
• Ideas, expertise and equipment to roll back into our foundational
work (investment so far is not shelved!).
• Bridge-building with Oxford (PImMS) and CERN (Timepix)...
...new work, with the new chips, to begin FY2019 or FY2020.
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